Entrance/Outlet Tire Wash

Crushed aggregate greater than 75 mm (3 in) but smaller than 150 mm (6 in)

Corrugated steel panels

Filter fabric

Original grade

300 mm (12 in) Min, unless otherwise specified by a soils engineer

SECTION A-A
NOT TO SCALE

Crushed aggregate greater than 75 mm (3 in) but smaller than 150 mm (6 in)

Filter fabric

Original grade

300 mm (12 in) Min, unless otherwise specified by a soils engineer

SECTION B-B

NOT TO SCALE

Ditch to carry runoff to a sediment trapping device

Paved roadway

Match existing grade

Wash Rock

Water supply & hose

NOTE:
Many designs can be field fabricated, or fabricated units may be used.

TYPICAL TIRE WASH
NOT TO SCALE